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THE NEXT WAR IN DEPTH, Part Two

THE NEXT WAR CRT

An In-Depth Analysis
by Tony Memdy
Here is the second part of the Nex[ War saga
- and there's even more in the wings . I
believe I'll give it a rest. however, at least for
a couple of issues . When t he·dust dies down
on these couple of dozen pages 0 1 material,
perhaps we'll have someth ing additiona l to
present that w ill ho ld your interest. As you ' ll
see by reading about its design and develop-·
ment, the game was a product of more than
one mind w ith more than one point of view
- from wh.ich the game draws many· of its
strengths and perhaps a weakness or two as
well.
-RAS

The Next War's Combat Results Table
has been a hot topic ever since the game made
its debut, with many gamers shaki ng their
fists in frustration at the strange Ihings [hat
seem to happen during the course of the
game . The reason for this situation is easy to
see at firs t glance: Ihe CRT looks 10 be
mathematically inconsistent, something that
sticks in the craw of every calculator wizard,
be he designer, developer, or player (I he rest
of us have, I assume, already learned to grit
our leeth and bear it by now). A closer look
at I he Table is in order to precisely locate Ihe
flaws, many of which would escape a cursory
examination. Someone else will have 10 (ell
yo u how to correct what is wrong; [ am hardly qualified for that (I'm not too sure many
people are).
The faet is that the CRT is inconsistent,
as evidenced by the unaided eye as well as the
calculator. Why, for instance, are (here more
than twice as many "c" results at 2-1 as
there are at I-I? Why are I here a greater
number of "A2" results at 1-1 odds than
there are at 1-2? The Table is full of little surprises such as these, and they can be exasperating until you get used to them (or until
you do something about them). It can be an
awful feeling, looking at the Tahle for the
first time and rea lizing that, under certain
circumstances, you stand a greater chance of
getting an" A2" result at 2-1 than at J-2.
I talked to developer Mark Herman
about why the CRT seemed so unreal, and he
was kind enough Lo give me a crash course in
probability tables. Jt was impossible to make
an impartial examination without considering the effects of all tIle possible dice
modifications that can occur, as they play
such an important part in the use of the
Table. Thus, the accompanying chart is pro-

vidcd to graphically illuSLrate the breakdown
of the CRT in terms of the dice modifiers,
ranging from - 5 to + 7. Each row across
represents a particular range of dice rolls; the
row contaInHlg the 0 dice modifiers
represents the 2-12 range of dice rolls . Tile
numbers in the columns represent Lhe
chances in 36 of rolling the designated result.
The asterisks show where the major
anomalies exist in the CRT. Notice that the
majority of them are at the extreme ends of
the Table, mainly a( the higher odds.
Mark attempted to re-arrange some of
the results on the Table's earlier versions to
make some sense of them (in other words,
the first Tab le was a real nightmare). He apparently tried to compensate for (he loss of
consistency at the extreme ends of the CRT
in this manner. One can see from the chart
that it isjairly consistent in the 2- 12 range; it
fa lls apart as more and more dice modifiers
are taken into account. Yet this is an improved Table.
It took a lot of discussion to discover
just what the anomalies actually meant in
terms of game-play. Note that at 7-1, the attacher has 30 chances in 36 of rolling a "0"
result \vith 5 dice modifiers. But if he has only 2 dice modifiers, he has 32 chances in 36 of
getting that "D!" In other words, if the
defending unit runs out of amm uni tio n (Optiona l Supply, Section 17.0), the attacker is
actually worse off!
Someone pointed out that, with 5 dice
modifiers, the attacker has a better chance of
a "D" result at 5- 1 than at 6-1 . Thus, if he attacks at 5- 1 and uses a Wave Assa u It to raise
the odds to 6-1, he has actually hurt his
chances, and by a considerable margin, too .
Strange.
What we have here, apparently, is a
CRT that penalizes the player for doing what
he is supposed to do vis a vis the game system
itself. Wave Assault is a major Soviet player
tactic . It enables him to attack the same
defending unit with more than one combat
unit while not moving and attacking with
more than one unit at a time. The idea is to
give the attacker something of an advantage
by raising the odds one column . BuL at 5-1 or
7-1, the tactic works only so long as the attacker has fewer than 4 dice modifiers. The
chart shows that the attacker is no worse off
(if looking for a "D" result) whether the
defender has 1 or 5 dice modifiers.

Normally, the defender' s dice modifiers
are added to the attacker's dice roll (provided
the defender has more dice modifiers than
the attacker), resulting in some advantage for
the defender. The more modifiers added, the
greater the chance of the attacker rolling
some result he does no! want, regardless of
the odd s (at least, thaI. is how it's supposed to
work). However, looking at the I-I coluIllJl,
it is evident (hat if the defender can get 1 or 2
dice modifiers added to the attacker's dice
roll, the attacker has 16 chances in 36 of rolling an "A" result. But if the defender adds 6
dice modifiers, the attacker has only 12
chances in 36 of rolling that . " A!"
Remember, that plus dice modification is
supposed (0 penalize the attacker for making
his assault under less than optimum circumstances. In all too many cases, it actually
pays to have fewer dice modifiers (whether
for the attacker or the defender), when it
should be exactly the opposite. And there are
times when adding a modifier will have absolutely no effect whatever on the outcome.
A look at the 4-1 column, with - 4 and - 5
modifiers will confirm this.; the two boxes are
exactly the same. And not just there, either.
In the 5-1 column, the chances of rolling a
"D" result remain the same - 31 chances in
36 - whether the defender has 4 or 5 dice
modifiers. In the 3-1 column, with - I
modifiers , there are 17 chances in 36 of rolling a "D," exactly the same number as there
are in the same column with - 5 modi[iers.
And this is repeated verbalUm in the 2-1 column.
The entire Next War system is geared to
creating the kind of fluid, mobile battle
situations envisaged by most military
strategists today. The players are supposed to
finesse their way through an opponent rather
than try to defeat him in a head-to-head slugging match . Simply having numerical
supel:iority is no longer enough, and nowhere
should (h is be more apparent than in the
CRT, as this is the one major game component where all the elements of combat are
resolved in one way or another . The CRT
fails to bring these elements together in any
way that makes sense, as it sometimes forces
the players to discard some of the more advantageous tactics. It is not worth the effort
to bring up an Assault Engineer unit for an
attack if the additional dice modifier will
have no effect on the outcome of the combat.
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The Next War is not a perreCI game, but a
forthcoming improved CRT is by far (he
main thing that has to be done to make the

game into wllat t he best a vailable st udy of the
current NATO/ Warsaw Pact military situation in Central Germany . • •
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Upon first playing The Next War,
numerous errors in tactical deployment are
bound to occur . The greater proportion of
the mistakes are due to an improper
understanding of the NWsystem and not to a
lack of player ability (although the latter factor is not to be ignored) , Therefore a study of
how the system interacts with tactical deployment is important to superior play of the
game .
One of the key features of The Next War
is the breakthrough zone. Whenever a unit
receives a "D" result due to combat, the
defending unit has the option to either take
step losses or to retreat and forfeit its zone of
controL In the latter case, a breakthrough
zone is created in the vacated defender's hex
and all surrounding hexes. The breakthrough
zo ne has two effects: it cancels enemy zones
of control in the breakthrough zone, and it
imposes a movement penalty on units moving through the breakthrough zone.
What does all this mean? If the defender
is not deployed in depth, and if the attacker
has reserve units that are ready to exploit the
breakthrough, these exploitation units wiII
charge off into the defender's rear areas destroying SAM sites, capturing airfields,
and destTOying headquarters units, division
bases, undefended artillery, etc, Most of the
early after-action reports have graphically
shown an improper defense a nd its costly
consequences .
The Next War sports a plethora of support units whose continuing existence is important both for survival and for victory . A
unit exploiting a breakthrough should ass ign
undefended targets first priority; these are
likely to be SAM sites, airfields, b ridges, etc.
Attacking installations involves only an expenditure of movement points and will not
embroil the unit in combat (as it would were
the target a HQ unit, for example). Once the
SAMs are eliminated in an area, the region
immediately becomes a target for devastating
airdrops. These may paralyze the enemy supply system, and, together with a major offensive, will hopefully bring about a collapse of
the front lines and put the attacker on the
road to victory, He who ignores these
precepts will pay the piper, but the player
with the airborne forces will call the tune.
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Whether to deploy in divisions or in
brigades/regiments - that is the next ques.tion. Players of The Next War are well
familiar with the question, but may be at a
loss for an answer. Don't write to Abby or
Ann, here it is: if you are Soviet, slay in divisions (it's the collective system, you see) except when prot.ocol calls for regimental individualism in any of three special situations,
First, when a division has broken through, a
breakdown creates t.hree regiments that can
go rampaging in several directions causing
maximum havoc and catching alii he "must"
tourist sights. Second, regiments are good
for dull garrison duty in the rear areas, to
help guard against raids, paradrops,
breakthroughs (and East Germans). Finally,
in a nuclear environment, they avoid giving
NA TO lucrative targets.
The answer for NATO is more difficult,
and may require a second opinion from your
favorite advice columnist, household cat, or
other reliable source . If NATO combines its
brigades into divisions too early in the game,
it will be difficult to defend in depth. Difficult indeed, but if it can bc done, go ahead;
otherwise form your NATO defense in depth
with brigades, balta/ions, rescrve regiments
and local firemen , if available. Of course
there are exceptions to I his general rule, but
not many, and those mostly local.
There are three tactical formations in
The Next War: hedgehog, tactical and road
modes. Tactical mode is the major formation
used in the game. It allows the unit to attack,
defend and move at a reasonable rale. Road
mode does not allow the unit to auack, and
penalizes it on defense, but movement is
twice as fast as in tactical mode. Hedgehog
mode does nOt allow attack, boosts your
defense capabilitics, cancels your zone of
control, and does not allow any movement.
As a general rule, keep your units in tactical mode. Units shou ld use road mode
",-hen not in the presence of enemy units and
when the uni t has a distance to travel; reinforcements and shi.fring reserves should comprise most of the units using this format ion .
Note: jf an exploitation unit should chance
upon a large reserve rormation in road mode,
and if the unit has nothing bctter to do, attack. Hedgehog is basically a "hold until
relieved" si lua lion . NATO will make the
most use of this, especially in the first gameturns when many brigades may find
themselves in this situation. A unit should go
into hedgchog if neither of the two following
conditions can be fulfilled. One is a realistic
possibility of breakout and rcturn to friendly
territory. This means that, if a unit ean get
back to its own lines without engaging any
enemy units in wmbat, it should do so; but if
the breakout requires an attack at low odds,
it's not worth it, for by performing an attack,
the unit wiII aid the enemy in its own destruction. The second condition is that the foolish
enemy player has given the unit in qucstion
an opening to go rampaging in the enemy
rear area. If such, an opportunity arises, take
it, as the loss of the unit will probably be
justified by the installations that it destroys
and the effort the enemy player will expend

in ending the sortie_ Should the by-passed
unit have a choice of either possibility (return
or raid), it should in most cases opt for the
latter, although this is a philosophical
preference and not a doclrinal point .
In any event, if neither opportunity
beckons, then have the unit go int.o hedgehog
mode and leave its future existence in the
hands of your opponent. If possible have the
unit go into hedgehog in the most advantageous terrain while avoiding combat; if a
unit is defending in a city until relieved,
a lways have it go into hedgehog as the unit
has already lost its zone of control due [Q occupying a city.
One of the key tools of the offense in
The Next War is the wave assault. For each
division I.hat. is adjacent 1.0 an encmyoccupied hex, the attacker gains a shift of
one column on the Combat Results Table.
Therefore, the order in which units assault a
hex is important. Barring good fortune, a
well defended division will on the average
have to be attacked by three divisions. Due to
the mechanics of The Next War., , the unit
with the best chance of achieving the desired
goal is the third attacking unit. Therefore,
this unit should be allocated various support
un its to beef up its strength. An example of
this is t.o give the third attacking unit air support.
The main purpose of the first t\vo units
is to remain adjacent to the defending unit
setting it up for the K.O. punch . EW and artillery units brought in with the first or second wave, however, may, if placed correctly, also be used by lhe "Killer" division. If
one of the first tv... o units achieves a
breakthrough, all the better, but the idea is
tha t thc third attacking unit will start its attack with a two-column shift plus all the extra die modifications and strength points that
it has been allocated with t.he express objective of achieving the breakt hrough. If a D
result is a<.:hieved whcn attacking, continue
the aLl.ack even at. the risk of fatigue, since
this will help ensure the breakthrough. When
the breakthrough is achieved, the victorious
unit (the third atlacking unit) should
penetrate as far as the overall situation diclales, even to the point of incurring fatigue.
A fourth unit, if possible, should be handy
for exploitation of the breakthrough to ensure either that the original breakthrough
unit has some nearby friendly support in case
of counterattack or that the exploitation unit
will be able to move farther into the enemy
rear and do more damage, not having expended movement points for combat. It is
not usually possible to get four attack hexes
against one defending unit.
The Warsaw Pact possesses a variant on
assault that deserves some mention; this is
the accelerated assault. Accelerated assault
depicts the March-to-the-Rhine order t.hat
many Pact units are expected to receive.
Basically the unit expends fewer movement
points to perform various functions, but is
also less flexible in moving and exploiting
breakthrough. The ideal unit for accelerated
assault is Ihe third attacking unit of a wave
assault. the fourth (exploitation) unit is also

a good choice for accelerated assault, but if a
breakthrough fails to mat.erialize the unit is
forced to move and may bash its divisional
head against. a solid NATO frontline . A unit
using accelerated assault should try to follow
a path that brings it the maximum opportunity to engage in the destruction of enemy installations and the least chance of encountering enemy zones of control, thus enabling it
to avoid combat.
Fatigue movement is in itself a major offen sive tactie A unit that has an opportunity
to seriously damage the enemy can continue
its attack or breakthrough at I he penalty of
incurring fatigue, which slows the unit down
and produces adverse die modifiers during
combat. A unit that is exploiting a
breakthrough is an ideal candidate for
fatigue movement. If the use of fatigue
movement will help an exploiting unit
destroy another vital enemy installat ion, the
risk is probably justified. Another use of
fatigue movcment is for a unit that has gained a D result against an enemy unit that
decides to take the step losses . The attacking
unit should at.tack again even at the risk of
incu rring fatigue. If the second attack is successful, the enemy player may not want to
take the additional casualties, and if the unit
is brigade or regiment size, it will have to
ret reat or be eliminated. II can be seen that a
well-timed use of fatigu e movemem can
often turn a situation around or further
enhance an already good situation.
City fighting is always costly to the attacker, and this effect was lavishly built into
the system. If Case 7.12 is carerully read, it
quickly becomes evident that wave assaul ls
arc not applicable to urban warfare situations. What is an attacker to do? The basic
idea is to attack the city defender when he is
out of supply; the rirstlesson is not to attack
a city hex that is in general supply. Cities
must first be cut off before they can be
economically reduced. Several things need to
be remembered when attacking a city: EW ·
does not work against city hexes; the use of
gas and nukes is a Geneva no-n o. The only
thing thal is going to work is assault, assault,
assault. There a re economical ways or doing
this. If using organic supply, attack the city
with redu<.:ed units (who will soon cease to
clutter t.he map) until the city defenQ.crs are
out of ammo. If using the fast supply rules,
wait until the units are considered out of supply. When the defenders are out 9f ~upp ly,
send in 5-cadre-rated full-strength units until
the city is yours . Obviously this is going to
cost the attacker dearly for each city that is
taken. But to cordon off each cnemy-held city behind your lines shortens your own supply radius, ties up many combat units, and is a
nuisance as well. So necessity dictates tactics
in this situatio n. If a city is being held by a
division, the cost could be as high as 8-lO
combat sLeps. If a combination of brigades is
holding a city, the cost is around 5-8 combat
steps. Use inferior formations as much as
possible, and augment their combat strength
wil h artillery and air support. Of course, if
an exploitat ion unit can occupy a key city
without a fight, read the preceding
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paragraph again and then decide what
should be done.
Supply in The Next War is of critical impor·tance, especially when using organic supply. Supply in itself is a subgame which this
article will not cover in detail, but one aspect
of supply figures directly into the combat
decision: ammo rationing. Ideally, when a
unit is using organic supply (it is out of
general supply) and is down to its last two
ammo points, the unit should lise ammo rationing. The Nexl War, like realily, of len
does not allow the optimum. If a unit is attacking and the attack is critical (most are in
the firsl few game-turns), the attacking
player may decide to damn t he supplies and
go full speed ahead. I f this occurs, a lways use
ammo rationing when the unit in question is
down to its last ammo point, for the penalties
on ollt-of-supply units are fairly slifr. If a
unit is ou t of supply, relieve)!, because if this
is not done the unit probably will have to be
scratched from theOB list soon thereafter.
The mOllO of the airborne rangers is
"death from above, "and no game illustrates
the truth of this sta tement mOre emphatically
than The Nexl War. Both sides in the game
have at their disposal numerous airmobile
and airdroppable formations. In addilion,

bot h sides possess small but potent COmmando formations .
When the enemy controls the air space
over a sector or when his SAMs are alive and
active, movement of special formations by
air can be hazardous for their hcalt h. To properly employ the death-from-above option,
lhe players must first clear out t he situation
on the ground, w hich can be accomplished in
two ways. If the region for lhe prospective
airdrop is lightly defended with SAMs, by
gaining air superiority over the drop zone
and suppressing the SAMs, an OperationMarket-Garden-style attack can be executed.
The second possible confi guration occurs after a successful breakt hrough which
destroys the various SAM sites in t he region,
followed by air superiority over I he drop
zone and the drop itself. The fi rs t l:onfiguralion may fail because of SAlVI sites that are
not suppressed. The second configuration
assures iighl flak because all of the good stuff
is destroyed, leaving only combat units to
watch the skies.
If the drop is successfu l, the enemy
player must deal with paratroopers in his rear
areas holding key road junctions, capturing
cities and urban hexes without a fight,
disrupting supply lines , and preventing

retreat. Hammer-and-anvil tactics on this
sector of the front can bring about an enemy
collapse leading to huge territorial gains.
This is just another example of the importance of rcar area security.
Commandoes are an ace in the hole ,
especially in the north, where the des truction
of a minelayer can immeasurably aid the victory at sea. If the enemy leaves a key installation in his rear unguarded, suppress the [lak
and send commandoes in to chew it up.
Temperanl:e is a keynote here, for the commando units in the game are particularly
vulnerable to strong ground resistanl:e and
flak . If lhese conditions are nOl properly
handled berore the raid, the commando units
most likely will not be comi ng back.
The Next War preaches to the wargamer
principles which are ignored at the cost of
l:ertain defeat. The key principles are: when
defending, defend in depth and be aware of
I·ear area security. When on the offense, attal:k to achieve breakthroughs; when a
breakthrough is achieved, destroy the enemy
vitals; and on ly attack cities when Ihey are
isolated . Remember , watch your front,
watch your rear, watch the skies, and if you
get a headal:h e take twO aspirin and call me in
the morning . • •
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BALTIC NAVAL SCENARIO
The "Complete" Naval Simulation

by Dick Rustin
At first glance, the Warsaw Pact's offensive posture in the Baltic/ Naval scenario
of The Nex! War seems unstoppable. The
WP forces outnumber NATO's West. German and Danish defenders by some three to
one in ground and taclical air forces, and by
two and a half to one in combatant sllips; only in naval air unil.s is [here anything near
parity.
But the WP position is full of potential
pitralls. A few wrong moves, particularly at
sea, will be enough to ensnarl a seemingly
unbeatabl e force.
The scenario, therefore, providing as il
does a wmbined-operations simulation
against the backdrop of a mini-campaign,
proves 10 be an interesting challenge for
bot.h sides. Each player must tackle the complex problems of meshing land, sea , and air
forces 10 achieve strategic and tactical goals.
The scenario postulates the situation as
it might appear on the northern wing of the
central European front in the event of a \\lP
attack on NATO.
For the WP player, the most rewarding
st rategic move is to propel hi.s naval rorces
through the cramped, island-pocked waters

around Denmark into the North Sea, while
eliminating or at least neutralizing the West
German and Danish Baltic fleets . In the
scenario, he receives a bonan za or victory
points for doing this - potentially as many
a s 215 (a substantial victory in itself) for the
exit of the WP Baltic Fleet inlo the open sea
- all other operations should be molded to
support this strategy.
The NATO player, placed unqueslionably on t.he strategic dcfensive, must usc
his meager resources as best he can to
frustrate t hat goal.
As will be seen, despite the presence or
almost all the sophisticated hardware of
modern arms - airmobi le troops, chemical
and electronic warfare, guided-missile
cruisers and jet bombers, to name just a few
~ the real heroes in the ball Ie are minelaying
ship~
and aircrafl, and the humble
minesweeper.
The battleground encompasses Ihe
westcrn Baltic, the peninsula formed by
Jutland in Denmark and Schleswig-Holstein
in West Germany, and the Danish archipelago, with its sizable islands of Fyn,
Lolland, and Sjaelland (Zeeland).

Victory points are also awarded to the
WP
player
for
capturing
various
geographical objectives (cities, urban areas,
and airfields), for the elimination of the sole
\Vest German division on the map, and for
the destruction of and/or damage to NATO
naval units . The capture of Copenhagen, on
the island of Sjaelland, results in the surrender of Denmark and 50 more points for
the Warsaw Pact.
The NATO player receives victory points
for inflicting losses on WP land and naval
units, with bonuses for sinking Or damaging
amphibious vessels . He also is rewarded for
delaying the \VP offensive, receiving five
points for each W P division on the map after
turn s 5 and 8 of the lO-turn game.
Given the victory conditions, NATO, to
achieve only a marginal triumph, must at the
very least block the exit of the WP fleet , hold
Oil to Copenhagen and as many other
geographical objectives as possible, and inflict maximum damage Oil the enemy while
ho lding his own losses down .
The WP player migh t try for the narrowest of victories by sa tisfying himself with
certain easily attainable geographical objec-
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tives, but his margin will be narrow indeed,
for he cannot then afford to take many
losses.
Thus, the naval solution is the more attractive, though not without significant
risks.

Strategy
NA TO: It can achieve at sea what is cannot on land: a defensive system in depth
which will be difficu lt for the Warsaw Pact to
breach cheaply. Dense minefields should be
laid in the narrow channels around Denmark
while vital NATO sea routes to friendly naval
bases should be kept clear of enemy mines .
While avoiding a showdown with superior
WP naval units, NATO should use all
available air, surface, and undersea forces to
attack vulnerable WP ships, particularly
minesweepers. On land, NATO should support its naval efforts by preserving at least
one naval airbase for as long as possible.
Copenhagen should be protected at all
costs.
The WP land offensive should be slowed wherever possible by blowing bridges and
blocking the in ter-island ferry routes. A decision must be made at the outset whether to
defend Hambu~g in strength. The price for
holding Hamburg is the quick loss of three of
four naval airfields. Thus, a signi ficant
amount of NATO's remaining slim resources
would have to be allotted to the defense of
the Danish island of Bornholm, leaving
precious little for the protection of
Copenhagen. On the other hand, although
the loss of Hamburg is not necessarily critical
for NATO, its retention forces the Warsaw
Pact to expend at least threc divisions masking the city and protecting supp ly lines and
rear areas. Moreover, by placing the West
German 6th Panzergrenadier Division in the
open rather than in a city, the NATO player
assures its eventual destruction and the net
loss or as many as 40 victory points.
WARSA W PACT.To paraphrase the
old Britis h dictum about the Royal Navy, the
WP air and land forces should be projectiles
fired in support of the fleet. Every effort
should be made to quickly destroy or
neutralize the enemy's surface, air, and
undersea naval power at its sou rces of supply and repair. All four naval airfields and six
ports should be captured or damaged using
all available land , airborne, airmobile, am·
phibious, air, and special forces. Every attack should be made wit.h a view toward contributing to the success of basic naval
strategy. The WP assault combinations will
vary depending on how NATO allocates its
fo rces. If Copenhagen cannot be overrun
economically by ground troops, a maximum
effort should be made to destroy its port
facilities by air bombardment. Deprived of
facilities for re-arming its ships and aircraft.,
NA TO will be powerless to stop the Warsaw
Pact fleet.

Tactics
NA TO Naval: The guiding rule, which
applies to the Warsaw Pact fleet as well, is
concentration of units for maximum power
in the attack and protection in the defense.

NATO's key units are its six minelayers, each
of which is capable of sowing a Level-6 field
of mines (the densest permissible) on each
sortie. Wherever possible, they should travel
togelher in company with a screen of
minesweepers and combatants. When splitting off from the main body to lay mines,
lhey should each be screened by
minesweepers , with combatants close at
hand for flak cover. The minelayers should
constantly be shu ttling between bases and
minefields, always keeping on the go, pausing only to reload mines. Eight of NATO's 14
combatants have limited minelaying ability,
and they should be used as much as possi ble
in a mine warfare role.
WP naval units should be engaged in
combat only in special circumstances . NATO
shou ld bear in mind that the WP can afford
to swap combatanl losses two-for-one and
still come out ahead if surviving units exit the
Baltic. Consider this extreme case; destruction of all 33 WP combatants yields NATO
118 points, while the loss of NATO's 14 is
worth 83 to the enemy. The Warsaw Pact
still could get a net gain of 55 points jf all ! 8
of its auxiliaries (minesweepers and amphibs) exited the Baltic. Added to points
won on land, this would ensure the Warsaw
Pact of a comfortable marginal victory and
probably would mean a substantive one.
Therefore, only attacks on isolated WP
units should be made, and even then NATO
must be wary of being overtaken by strong
WP forces . Prime targets should be
minesweepers, which are vulnerable when
conducting sweeping operations because
they are likely to be alone or thinly screened.
Where possible, NATO should make its attack and then retire behind a protective belt
of mines. To a point, NATO should accept
losses if it means sinking or d isabling
minesweepers . The objective should be to
put at least IO of the WP 's 12 minecraft out
of action. A final dense belt of mines should
be laid across the Kattegat, near the exit to
the sea. The chance of a ship making it
through an unswept Level-6 minefield is one
in four.
When making attacks, NATO should
exercise care so as not to have ships' li nes of
retreat cut off by aerial mining. Ideally,
NATO ships should attack at night, when
naval aircraft cannot operate, or during
periods when enemy aircraft are at airfields
re·arming.
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NA TO Naval A ir: Hopefully, NATO will
have its squadrons, initially numbering 15,
for the first two or three turns of the game .
All have mining capability, and 12 are allack
units. Essentially, NATO has three options
for their employment: minelaying, attacks on
sweepers , and attrition attacks on combatant.s. Anti-sweeper attacks should be
made whenever the situation presents itself.
Because the squadrons are wasting assets
thanks to the eventual loss of their bases,
maximum mileage can be obtained by using

lhem for minelaying in the first turn and for
scouting and attacks thereafter. (Each gameturn has 12 subordinate naval turns. On any
given game-turn, a naval air unit can make as
many as eight combat sorties or four
minelaying sorties.) Loss of naval air units
does not cost victory points.
NATO Land-Based Air: NATO has a
meager but spunky seven combat squadrons
available at the start. While qualitatively the
equal of WP air units, they are woefully outnumbered. Moreover, an effective enemy
land campaign will limit their use to a couple
or turns at most. Their reasonably effective
ground-support strengths should be exploited, as the successful intervention of just
one squadron could turn the tide in a land
engagement. But about all NATO can do is
allot a few units for interception, a rew for
ground support, and hope for the best. The
three British squadrons which appear on
game-turn four can be used to interdict supply lines or aid surviving ground units.
NA TO Land: Only two full-strength divisions are available at the outset - the West
German 6th PG and the Dan is h Jytland.
They each can be broken down into three
brigades and a headquarters unit, but it is
preferable to keep them intact to exploit their
formidable defensive strengths. There are
also four other independent brigades and six
Danish HQ units, all weak. With this force,
NATO faces the staggering tas k of defending Copenhagen (and perhaps Hamburg,
too), airfields and missile sites; blowing key
bridges and blocking ferry routes. Obviously,
it cannot all be done, so NATO must
establish priorities. High among them is the
protection of Copenhagen, where the
Danish division should be set up in hedgehog
defense in hex 4815, the last redoubt. It
should be screened by two other Danish
brigades, each in a Copenhagen hex, with
the brigade in hex 4715 equipped with the
electronic warfare unit for use in the clear
terrai n to the west.
Stationing of a brigade on Bornholm is
mandatory under the scenario rules.
A choice must be made as to whether
t.he 6th PG will defend Hamburg or the three
naval airfields in West Germany, and
whether it should break down or retain its
divisional integrity. More ground can be
covered by the division's components - and
lost faster. If Hamburg is to be yielded, apparently as good a tactic as any is to keep the
division intact and deploy both it and the
West German independent brigade in tactical mode in the four -hex rough terrain area
parallel to the Kiei Canal to the north. The
division should be deployed at Hohn Airfield,
the brigade at hex 3223. Far from impregnable, the line nevertheless should sell
itself dearly and give NATO the use of the airfield for at least two turns .
If NATO opts to defend Hamburg, it
should place the 6th PG there and have the
brigade make a stand at Leck Airfield (the
northernmost base). If the 6th PG is broken
down, brigades can be stationed at all airfiel ds, a missilc site and at the border bridge
(which should be blown).
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Warsaw Pact Naval: "Life on a Warsaw
Pact minesweeper is exciting, and short ." Stephen Donaldson.
All 51 ships should be massed into a
single seagoing steamroller headed for the
open sea. Only when absolutely necessary,
such a during sweeping operations, should
units be detached from the main body. Spare
counters can be used as additional Task
Force markers for ease of play . The WP
player may want to subdivide his task forces
by function, thus making it easy to allot units
when detaching a force for a specific purpose, such as sweeping, search, or amphibious operations. A suggested steaming
order would have screening units (PTs and
frigates) in the lead , followed by the battle,
submarine, amphib, and sweeping groups.
However, the watchword is concentration. Setting out from Gdynia, the armada
should hug the coastline, .taking advantage
of screens of shallow waLer, which bar attacks by enemy subs . Rather than deviaLe
from its course, which first will be wes t, then
north, I.he Heet should hope to lure NATO into an altack. [n any event, the moments of
truth will arrive when NATO tries t~ disrupt
sweeping opcrations. It is here that the
game's rules on initiative and ordnance will
make for interesting and unpredictable turns
of events. Ships will run out of amm unition
at just the wrong time, and there is nothing'
worse than having a punchless ship whose
retreat has been cut off by enemy mines.
(The initiative rules leave to a combination of choice and chance the order in which
players will move on any given turn . Individual tactical situations will dictate the
order which each player will try to achieve.
Players secretly designate their preferred
order by choosing a specific counter marked
"1st" or "2nd." If one player opts to move
first and the other second, that is the order
for that turn. If both seek to move first, a die
roll decides. If both seek 1.0 move second, no
movement takes place at all that turn.)
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When conducting sweeping operations,
it would be ideal for the WP player to move
second, thus escaping enemy attacks on his
minecrart that turn, and then move first the
following turn, sending his massed task force
through the breach.
SW'eeping operations are going 1.0 be
costly for the WP, if NATO chooses to orrer
opposition, which it should. The WP should
screen his sweepers with a few light units, and
hope that enough or the force will survive to
clear away the mines. T hen, the WP should
immediately attack the NATO forces. The
key question is how long the WP can do this
once his sweeping force starts to dwindle .
For NATO, it becomes a question of how
fast new minefields can be laid.
Warsaw Pact Amphibious: The WP
player must decide at thc start how he will
employ his single marine division, which is
capable of being landed by sea and a lso is airmobile. If the division is embarked with the

fleet , it can be used as early as the first turn to
complement airborne operations, preferably
on Sjaelland . Provided the WP has control
of the air, it is unnecessary to leave valuable
amphibious cargo ships behind to supply the
marines. If cargo vessels are to be used at any
time to supply ground forces, the WP player
must realize that he will have to divide his
fo rces and leave behind strong screening
units to protect t he beachhead.
(Incidentally, the scenario booklet
describes the Baltic game as the "complete"
naval simulation, yet the WP's amphibious
landing craft unit is not included in the rorces
available . The marines, however, may be embarked on "amphibious cargo" units.)
[Note: The AGC unit should be included.
S.D .]
Warsaw Pact Naval Air: Tactics for the
eight combat and fiv e reconnaissance
squadrons basically are the same as NATO's;
mining and attacking targets of opportunity.
WP aerial mining should concentrate on cutting off retreat routes and clogging approaches to enemy naval bases, to hinder
reloading of mines. NATO minelayers and
their screens should be the chief targets of attack. However, the \VP player should bear in
mind that because of the poor scouting ability of his naval air units, there is only a one in
three chance that an attack group will locale
its target (for NATO, aerial spotting is
almost automatic}.Thus, a commitment to
air-to-ship attacks can often result in planes
doing nothing for an entire turn.
Warsaw Pac! Land-Based Air: Fighterbombers should bc used on early turns to
destroy NA TO air strength, and then should
join bombers in contributing directly to the
sea campaign by attacking ports, airfields,
etc. Soviet FBs should be grouped toget her
to take advantage or their pilot ratings.
Polish imerceptors should be grouped so that
their combined ratings equal 9, their most
economical fighting level. I n this way, losses
can be absorbed by the weaker MiG-l7 and
MiO-19squadrons.
Incidentally, there arc two ambiguities
in the rules relating to air-to-ground combat.
The errata addition, Case 21.47, modifies the
die roll on the Air-Ground CRT for units in
road mode ( + 1) and in hedgehog defense
(- I) . Logically, the modifications should
apply only to units and not to installations in
the target hex . Otherwise, the presence of a
friendly unit, albeit in road mode, makes i(
easier to destroy an installation than if the
hex were vacant. [Units only. S.D .]
Also, the two Repair Point s aUoted per
turn are not enough to fix a flat tire, so we
must assume that such points can be accumulated from turn to turn in bOlh this and
lhe Vienna scenario. [Correct. S.D.]
Warsaw PaCI Ground: The eight armored and mechanized divisions should be
used to overrun the mainland as quickly as
possible. (Optionally, the Accelerated
Assault rule could be applied to northerly,
and
northwesterly
nort.heasterly,
movement.) Units should be pushed to
Fatigue Level 2 and even accept a step loss if
it means destruction of an enemy port or air-

field, Given good weather, the mainland
should be overrun by game-turn t.hree.
If NATO deploys the 6th PG in the
open, it should be hit with wave assault,
chemical and electronic warfare, and the kitchen sink . The Warsaw Pact can accept eight
step-losses and still come out even in victory
points if the division is destroyed. If the 6th
PG hides out in Hamburg, its Elbe River supply line should be cut. Any direct assault then
\vould be delayed until game-wrn six, when
lhe division is out of supply. Even then, an
assault in a city can be costly; wave assaults
and electronic and chemical warfare cannot
be used. Depending on how the campaign is
unfolding elsewhere, it probably would be
better to screen Hamburg with three divisions and accept a victory point stalemate in
this area. There is always the chance that
NATO migh t decide to have the 6t h PO sli n k
across the Elbe and exit the map when its
Sll pply si lua tion get s critical.
Captured naval airfields should be garrisoned in regimental strength to prevent
possible recapture by the British airborne
brigade which can bc paradropped beginning with game-turn four.
NATO's sparse ground forces must
leave some key areas undefended or lightly
held, so the WP will have varying options on
the employment of airborne and airmobile
rorces . He has air and helicopter lift capacity
to move eight brigades per turn.
A single ground division shou ld to sufficient to overrun Fyn . The WP then must
decide whether to commit ground troops to
the assault on Sjaelland, bearing in mind
supply considerations and any NATO
capability to inlerrupt ferrying . For play
balance, ferrying could be prohibited
through hexes containing enemy mines of
Level-4 or greater. Passage through Level- I
through Level-3 fields could be attempted
usi ng the Mine Results Table, with an "S"
result meaning a one-step loss to the land
unit. [Good idea. S.D .]
It is probably best to leave the Sjaelland
assa ult to the threc airborne and marine divisions . The assault should be made on gameturn one, with lhe object of cleaning up a ll
enemy ground unit s and missile sites outside
Copenhagen. Then the WP can take a shot
at clearing two of the three Copenhagen hexes , although any at tack against the conccntrated J ytland Division should be avoided in
the city. The objectivc is destruction of
Copenhagen's port fadlities, so the coup de
grace can be delivered by air.
One or two airborne or marine
regimen ts, backed by heavy air support,
shou ld assault Bornholm on game-turn one.
The objective is the airfield, which should be
garrisoned after capture by lhe independent
Soviet mari ne regiment ill hedgehog
defense. Any NATO units left on the island
eventually will be crippled by lack of supply.
The \\iP can allocate one or two bomber
squadrons per tu r n fo r defensive air Slipport,
if needed .
Mobile flak units can be used to help fi xed missiles protect supply lines, or can be
pJaced in coastal hexes along thc fleet's in-
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tended route",f advance for added AA protection.
All unneeded ground units should exit
before the end of game-turn five to avoid victory point penalties and ease supply problems. The WP can expect to have up to
eight divisions on t.he map after game-turn
five. But it the nava.l campaign succeeds, the
victory point penalties can be easily absorbed.

Suggestions

Case 24.85, which prohibits naval units
from entering hexes occupied by enemy land
units, can be unrealistic at times. Thus we
suggest the following rule change:
[24.85) Naval units may enter coastal hexes occupied by Enemy land units. Submerged submarines may freely pass through such a hex or end
movement there. All other naval units are subject
[Q attack by land units occupying the hex. The land
unit uses its defense s trength in making the anack,
which is reso l ~ed on the Mine Results Table. An
artillery unit uses its defensive barrage strengt h.
Land units with a defense strengt h of more than 6
use the "6" column. An "S" result means that the
ship is damaged . Each ship must undergo an attack from each land unit in the hex . Land units
cannot combine deren se strengths in attacking
ships. A ship may ccase movement in an enemyoccupied hex , but is subject to attack again at the
beg inning of the nel(t Naval Movement and Combat Phase . During night turns, a land unit's amiship strength is reduced to one-quarler its printed
defense strength, rounding rractions down . An
oul-or-supply land unit cannot attack.

Anti-Surjace Capability jor NA TO
Land-Based Bombers: The U .S. Air Force
Tactical Air Command since 1975 has been
conducting anti-ship strike exercises in conjunction with both the Atlantic and Pacific
Fleets. The exercises are dubbed Sea Raven
and Sea Crow, respectively. To reflect this,
we suggest Opti onal Case 27.5:

r27 .5] SEA RAVEN
[27.51) U .S. A-7, A-IO, F-4, and F-15 air units
may attack Enemy naval units . They use their
printed ground support rating as their ami-surface
strength.
[27.52) Only one Air Group or up to three ail'
units , plus one F-4 R-8-0 unie, may be allowed to
cond ucl anti-shipping operations in any scenario.
Such air units are designated Sea Raven units .
[27 .53] When Sea Raven units are conducting
anti-shipping operations, all provisions of Cases
27.0,27. 1, and 27.2 apply.
[27.54] The Search Range or the R-8-0 unit is 5;
that orall other Sea Raven units is 4.
[27.55] Sea Raven unit s do not have minelaying
capability.
[27.56J The Sea Raven R-8-0 may only conduct
searches for attacks by other Sea Raven units.
However, once a Sea Raven unit attacks a spotted
Enemy naval unit or stack, other Friendly naval
air units may attack the Enemy unites). Sea Raven
units may attack Enemy naval units previously
spotted by ocher Friendly naval air units.
[27.57] In the Baltic Scenario (41.0), the NATO
player receives as Sea Ravens one F-4 R-8-0 all'
unit and three combat units of the Iype listed in
Case 27.51. They are chosen blindly from the
countcr mix. They are based off·map and may only be used as na val air units in the scenario. The
Warsaw Pact player receives five Victory Points
for each Sea Raven unit eliminated. He receives no
Victory Points ror such u nil s damaged.
[27.58) In the Campaign Games (45 .0), the
NA TO player receives as Sea Ravens one F-4 R-8-0
and any three combat units of his choice or the
type listed i tl Case 27 .51. An appropriatc designation or record should be made. Once a unit is
designated as a Sea Raven, no other unit may be
sub stit ut ed 1'01' it, ev~n if the Sea Raven is
eliminated. Sea Ravens may be based at any airrield which can accommodate their plane type, or
at any naval airfield (sec Case 27.31). They may
perform normal air missions (see Sections 20.0 a'rid

21.0), but may not combine such missions with
naval air missions in the same Game-Turn.
[27.59) When operating as a Sea Raven, a unit
cannot be part or an Air Group comaining other
types of Friendly naval air units.

Air-Io-Ground Attack by Naval Air Units:
Soviet naval air units, in particular, work
closely with land-based air commands. To
reflect this, we suggest Optional Case 27.6:
[27.6] AIR-TO-GROUNO ATTACK BY
N A VAL AIR UNITS
[27.61] Naval air units may conduct certain types
of Air Operations using onc-tenth their printed
Anti-Surface Strength (rounding fractions down).
(27.62) Naval air units may conduct Flak Suppression (21.3) and Air-to-Ground Attaek (21.4)
against any hex on the North or Northeastern
map. When conducting Air-to-Ground Allack, a
naval air unit may only attack an installation
(port, ai rfield, bridge, or ADA unit) . NATO naval
air units may attack Warsaw Pact FSHs and
Rai lroad Regiments. Die roll results agai nst ot her
units in the target hex are ignored . Result s are
resolved on the Air-to-Ground CRT (21.46).
[27.63) A NATO naval air unit may conduct interdiction of Warsaw Pact supply (21 .7) on the North
or Northeastern map.
[27.64] During the Air Allocation Stage, players
must designate which nava l air units are being used
in Air-to-Ground Attack roles . Once so
designated, they may not be used for other purposes during the Game-Turn .
(27 .65) When usi ng Optional Rule Section 33 .0
(Reconnaissance), only naval ·air recon units may
spot for naval air attack units .
[27.66] Naval air units may not be part of Air
Groups containing other types of.aircraft on the
Ground Support Level. They may split up on
penetrating t he battlefield . • •

NEXT WAR IN-DEPTH, Part Two

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
The Next War as Supergame

by Stephen Donaldson
(Pari I oj this article was published in
MOVES 41. The article is based upon taperecorded interviews with Jim Dunnigan, who
did the original designjor The Next War and
Mark Herman, (he developer and contributing designer. The authO/~ who was intensely involved in the game's development
and designed all the scenarios, has interviewed himse/fwhere relevant.)

Combat as Movement
The most striking feature of the NW
game system is the absence of a separate
combat phase. Instead, combat is under-

taken and resolved as part of each unit's
movement across the mapboard, and requires the expenditure of movement points
to initiate.
According to Jim Dunnigan, modern
combat is based on speed; these days, only
portions of a unit stop to fight, and the
meeting engagement predominates over the
set-piece battle.
Since a unit may expend 20 Movement
Points in a 2-day Game-Turn without
becoming fatigued, or 50 Movement Points
with total exhaustion, it seems natural to
think of a Movement Point as representing
an hour's worth of activity . Conceptualized

in this fashion , a meeting engagement consumes about 8 hours (4 hours to deploy and
push through the forward defenses and 4
hours for the main batlie and any consolidation); a "column assault" or disengagement
attempt takes 6 hours; and a Soviet "accelerated assault" only 4 hours. Dunnigan
said he worked out the movement pOint costs
on a different basis, using an average speed
of advance of 20 km / h, plus "friction factors" like the Soviets now knowing the West
German road system, but he added that "it
comes out right" either way.
The
"breakthrough
zone"
was
necessary to simulate the amount of time
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which exploitation units spend waiting for
the point units to break through. Dunnigan
said the idea of the breakthrough zone was
"obvious" and was "an elegant solution to
slow following echelons down." The average
delay works out to 12 Movement Points/
hours, though in accelerated assault there
would be 9 Movement Points/hour's delay in
proceeding straight through a breakthrough
zone.
Accelerated assault itself represents
Soviet quick-war tactics, in which a certain
amount of control is sacrificed for speed.
The basic Soviet instruction to troop commanders using this doctrine, according to
Dunnigan , amounts to "you have a compass; use it! See you on the Rhine."
In a disengagement attempt, Dunnigan
no ted, the unit is trying to escape before the
enemy realizes it. Dunnigan said he liked the
concept of disengagemeI}t, because "it is
more flexible than a locking zone of control,
but it still leaves you with the problem of gettingaway."
The notion of making a unit's movement allowance flexible, though at the cost
of fatigue, goes back to the idea of the forced
march . Ultimately, excessive activity (expenditure of Moyement Points) causes a step loss
primarily because the equipment cannot take
it; that tank division racing across the landscape is also littering the German countryside
with br·oken down tanks.
The cadre rating concept was first used
in Fulda Gap; Dunnigan said he established
his ratings "based on what I read [Dunnigan
is a voracious reader] and people I talk to ."
A sample of his ratings: the British are best at
6, the West Germans next at 5, Soviet firstline is 4, U. S. is 3, wi th such as the Belgians at
2 and the hapless Danes at o. Cadre ratings
all change to 5 after "going through the baptism of fire" (and surviving!) and thereby acquiring veterans status.
An important difference between Soviet
and NATO military philosophy is reflected in
the difference between the effects of
casualties on their units. When the second
step loss is taken , NATO units receive a
2-casuaJty marker (unfavorably modifying
their combat dice rolls by 2), while the
Soviets have to make do with a 3-casualty
marker. "NATO has more replacements,"
Dunnigan explained, "while the Warsaw
Pact doctrine is to burn up units and replace
them with new divisions."
The combat ratings of the various units
were determined, according to Dunnigan, by
"counting rifles" and evaluating the individual vehicles; basically they are firepower
scores .
The low defense rating of Warsaw Pact
regiments (I), Dunnigan explained by saying
that defense requires infantry rather than
vehicles, which are' 'almost a liability - they
spend their time camouflaging vehicles instead of preparing infantry positions." Also,
armored units are poorer on the defense than
on the offense. When it was pointed out that
West German panzer brigades ha ve a defense
rating of 3, Dunnigan replied that the German units have more infantry, while most

Soviet units are basically tank units. The fact
remains, however, that even mechanized
Soviet regiments (brigades) are given a
defense strength of only J. The practical
result in game terms is that a Soviet mech
division which is rated at 13 on the attack and
15 on the defense (stronger on the defense) is
broken down into three regiments which are
each worth 2 on the offense and 1 on the
defense, plus a O· I division base.

The Land CRT
According to SPI's own book, Wargame
Design, "the CRT is the heart of any game;
each and every game lives and dies with its
CRT as it d irects the operations and flow of
the game-life." (p. 42, article by Richard
Berg) Mention the land CRT of The Next
War, however, and you find yourself in the
midst of a sharp controversy revolving mostly around the question of who is to blame for

it.
The problems in the CRT are pointed
out elsewhere (see Tony Merridy's article in
this issue). Suffice it to say that whatever irrationality remains in the CRT as published,
there was a great deal more of it up until very
late in the development process. Play testers
continued \0 complain about mounting
7-to-1 attacks with all the die modifiers in
their favor and coming up with A results.
Finally Mark Herman ran the CRT through a
ma thmatical analysis (with the help of Redmond Simonsen) and subsequently made
major changes in it, though it was toO late for
a thorough overhaul.
According to Jim Dunnigan, who
designed the CRT, checking it is "one of the
jobs the developer [read: Mark Herman] has
to do. My personal style is to change the CRT
at the drop of a hat; it's easier than changing
all the counters . He [Herman] found some
anomalies, some of them unavoidable
because of the [die modification] shifting. If
the developer does his homework and throws
it back to me saying 'Hey, this doesn't
work!' I'll sit right down on the spot and fix
it right up. That's where you need teamwork
communications. If nobody communicates
to me that there is a problem, I'm gonna say
'Gee, I did it right the first ti me'- which
makes me nervous. I know when things are
going too smoothly, something's wrong."
Reminded that it was the play testers
who called the staff's attention to the CRT
problem, Dunnigan returned to the subject
of Herman. "The developer should play it
enough to get in there and spot it, but if
you're willing to trust your career to
play testers .... " His thoughts turning to the
subject of play testers, Dunnigan concluded
by saying "That's another part of the
development job: choosing play testers . They
can save your ass ."
Now for Mark Herman's version: "I
was told it [the CRT] operated in such and
such a fashion by Jim [Dunnigan],and in
play testing 1 found it wasn't true. At one
point I said I didn't think the table was right,
Jim said he checked it, I said okay and let it
go at that. Eventually I just analyzed it and this got done late in the game development due to the huge amount of work involv-

ed in The Next War. It took Redmond
[Simonsen] and I two hours just to figure out
how to analyze the table. It took me an additional5 to 6 hours to do the calculations, and
when I had it all there in black and white, I
didn't like what I saw . I worked out some of
the big bulges and adjusted it to a degree, but
anomalies remain . At extreme ranges, it gets
funny. It's a warped table.
The CRT was' 'a serious design mistake,
which should have been caught earlier," according to Herman. "I ques tioned the table
much earlier than the play testers did, but
when I did a few Quick calculations, it worked, because I always started in the middle of
the table, and there it does, work. Only later I
realized it didn' t work at the ends of the
table ."
When it was pointed out that a lot of
combat occurs at the ends of the table, rather
than at I-I or 2-1 odds, Herman said that a
change made during development which
made wave assault a column shift rather than
a die modification was responsible for more
combat taking place at higher odds. (Had it
remained a die shift, however, the problem
would have been at least as bad, if not worse,
due to the eccentricities of the - I to - 3
range, even at medium odds .)
Summing up his thoughts on the Great
CRT Controversy, Herman said he felt that
"even though the CRT analysis was late in
the game, it was crucial in saving it. A 2 1.0 12
scale is always going to create an anomaly if
you slide it too much. Maybe it"would be better with one lO-sided die."
Maybe it will be better ill the Update .

Organic and Other Supply
One of the most important innovations
in The Next War, both in terms of its effeet
on the -game and its significance for the
"state of the art," is organic supply. Jim
Dunnigan, who came up with organic supply, explained that it was necessary in order
for Soviet units to act in accordance with
Soviet offensive doctrine . The Soviets have
"to be able to operate free of their supply
lines for less than a week in a very fluid situation and thereby totally disrupt the more formal allied supply lines and reach the Rhine.
It's the old Napoleonic principle. the same
thing the Mongols did ."
"The idea," Dunnigan continued, "is
to load up with ammo and fuel and raid local
supermarkets for food and go like hell. The
only way you can do that is wilh organic supply. "
The amount of organic supplies which a
unit can take wilh it is greater for the Soviet.s
than for NATO. According to Dunnigan, he
worked out national doctrines for expenditure of supplies ("we plan on expending 3
to 4 times more ammunition for a given
operation than do the Soviets") and compared it wilh trucking capacity. The result is
the ability to move for five days and fight
three to four battles.
Dunnigan feels that the principle of
organic supply has applications in many
historical games, with Peiper's actions in the
Battle of the Bulge cited as a elassic example
of both its advantages and dangers .
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General supply on the Warsaw Pact side
is run through Front Supply Heads. These
FSH units do not represent the Soviet Front
as an organization (comparable to an Army
Group), but rather represent a quantitative
estimate of Soviet logistical capabilities.
The aerial interdiction of Warsaw Pact
supply was worked out by the author after an
idea by Mark Herman. What it represents is
attacks on trains and convoys more than on
rails and concrete.

A ir Game
The air game of The Next War is largely
the work of Mark Herman, who is pleased
with the way it came out and with the very
favorable reviews it has received.
As Herman tells it, the air game originally had four levels, but was later cut to three.
The Air Superiority level is high up. The real
fighting in the air is at the Interception level,
where planes fly to avoid radar acquisition.
The four air sectors basically represent the
naval air zone, NORTHAG, CENTAG, and
AFSOUTH (the major NATO commands).
The aircraft values were derived, Herman said, from formulae he worked Ollt using Air War game charts. Air units represent
squadrons, except for the 'Vest German
Luftwaffe, where each counter represents a
wing of two squadrons . The reason the Germans are short-changed is prosaic, but very
real to game designers: counrerrnix limitations. Herman expressed his desire to see all
the West German sq uadrons represented ,
perhaps by giving a counter 4 steps instead of
2. The sortie rate (twice as good fo r NATO)
was factored in, as were NATO's better
repair facilities . According to Herman,
NA TO can take out and replace an aircraft
engine at squadron level, while the Soviet
MiG25 has to go back to regimental HQ for
an engine change.
Chopper values were worked out from
another formula, using research from Air
Cay and assisl.ancc from Tony Merridy.
The air-to-air CRT, which underwent a
major overhaul of its own during late
developmem, is weighted in favor of NA TO,
but this is part of the design, according to
Herman, and is meant to incorporate more
abstract advantages which NATO holds in
aerial warfare. The Wj ld '\'ease! rule (a
significant further advantage for NATO) is
explained thus :
Soviet aircrafl are under positive ground
control; that is to say, the ground radar flies
the aircraft via data bursts, while the pilot
has no idea where he is going. Herman likened them to manned drones. The Wild
Weasel-equipped planes are built to detect
ground radar screens and destroy them using
HARM missiles.
There are veteran cadre ratings for land
units, but nothing for experienced pilOls.
Herman said he would like to get. something
of that nature into a future version of the
game. "Some ten percent of the pilot.s shoot
down fifty percent of the planes;" he commented, "most guys don't make it past their
first or second mission . The aces are most important.. Certain squadrons should get bett.er

and others stay bad." Why are such provisions not in the game as published? Herman
cites the usual reasons: lack of time and
budget. (This game finished 70 percent over
budget for R&D, but will still make money
for the company.)
Air defense is a very important part of
The Next War. The fixed SAM batteries
represented on counters in the game actually
represent more types of air defense than
those printed on the counter, Herman said.
The "flak ratings" also include an evaluation of the radar systems used. "Flak suppression" represents a battery sh u ui ng down
its radar or being forced to move .
"Flak is more sophisticated and much
more deadly now than it was in World War
II," Herman commented, "but a -good
electronically-protected plane can survive in
a high-missile environment. Also, missiles
have forced planes t.o fly low, bringing them
down to the point where a MG will knock out
planes. The Israelis in '73 had great difficulty
penetrating the Egyptian SAM system ."
Herman suggested that players follow
the Israeli example and "flak suppress" by
overrunning sites on t.he ground. This, he
said, is a good example of systems interacling, for such SAM-clearing is largely the
work of units proceeding on organic supply
far from their own lines.
Expanding on the theme, Herman opined that "the rear. area is really where the
game is won or lost in The Next War. You've
got to knock the SAMs out to drop
paratroops and supplies in . A breakthrough
exploitation force can quickly clear out unprotect.ed SAM siles."
One of his biggest development problems, said Herman, was getting t.he air game
to interact properly with the naval game. The
truth of this statement may be borne out by
the number of errata on the subject.

Na\'a l Ga me
If the air war is basically Mark Herman,
and the scenarios the author, so the naval
game is more pure Dunnigan than any other
system.
According to Dunnigan, the naval war
in the Baltic is based on Sixth Fleet with improvements based on ideas which came to
him after that game was finished . "I always
get my best. ideas after t.he game is
published," he said. The major innovalion is
the widespread use of mines. "I would use
mines if ! had to do Sixth Fleet over again;
t.hey are very important," Dunnigan continued . "Everybody's wired up for mines in
the Baltic. They expect a big battle in the
North Sea with the [Soviet] Murmansk fleet
and most of the West German navy protecting their merchant shipping." For the North
Sea battle, see SP! 's upcoming Naval War.

Scena rios
The author was responsible for t.he
scenarios, victory conditions, and virtually
all of the Campaign Game special rules. In
many .cases, the "designer's notes" for these
sections can be found in their commentary
notes.

Victory conditions have nothing to do
with Player balance. We considered
ourselves" lucky to be able to playtest The
Next War through a substantial number of
game-turns in two different Campaign
Games, but balancing a game of this nature
through victory points is impossible. Instead,
and in keeping with the design intention to
make the game as realistic as possible, the
victory points reflect actual military/ political
objectives.
The Soviet victory point penalties for
surprise attack reflect the Pearl Harbor
psychology of outraged determination.
Players lose victory points for initiating
nuclear warfare or chemical warfare in
populated areas in order to represent the effects of such actions on neutral (meaning
mostly Third World) and possibly pacifist
public opinion. If the Red Army is marching
through Paris, however, these penalties will
never be noticed; a player may therefore
weigh them against the gains which he hopes
their use may bring.
Victory levels in part balance the direct
losses to the Soviets from 'going to war in the
first place against the presumed gains made
by absorbing the West German economy (a
possible outcome being a cease fire in place
after a short but exhausting war). They do
not, however, take into account the damage
to West Germany a war would cause. Having
researched urban warfare more thoroughly
for CityFight, I now think that NATO
should be discouraged from fighting it out in
their own cities, which would surely
devastate them, by means of Victory Point
pcnallies, perhaps equal to the basic VP
value of the city or urban hex.
The Berlin and Vienna scenarios are
" training scenarios" designed to ease the
new player into the game system . I did Berlin
fi rst not only for its simplicity, but because,
having spent three years of my boyhood
there, it. is my favorite city. Jim Dunnigan
ca lls Vienna "The Turks' Revenge," but
usually the Austrians have the last laugh. The
Baltic is for naval enthusiasts, and nicely
demonstrates the interaction of land, air,
and sea systems. Since the game was published, I have learned that the British 16th
Paratroop Brigade has been disbanded, leaving the Danes more forlorn than ever. For a
change, try the Baltic scenario wiih the
Danes fully mobilized and NATO reinforcements on hand (perhaps a British Field
Force and/or a U.S. Marine regiment, plus
German reservists); also increase the Soviet
force accordingly.
With good players, I think that NATC
has the edge in the Fulda scenario. I full)
realize how far the Soviets can get on theil
first turn, but the pre-war maneuver optior
should be used more often than not.
The North German Plains seenaric
would be a campaign game in anything bu
The Next War. I find it the most interestin!
of the "small" scenarios, since you can ge
most of the flavor of the Campaign Game it
t his one, and still manage to play it out.
Turning to the Campaign Gaml
scenarios: in my book, this is what The Nex
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War is all about. The small scenarios are a
concession to playability, but to me it is like
running a racing car at 55 m.p.h. Only in the
Campaign Game can you open the throttle
wide and "see what she can do!"
The Soviets do better in the air in the
Campaign Game than in any smaller scenario
(except the Baltic) because only here can they
concentrate their numbers in one air sector
and wipe out NATO there, while relying on
their SAMs and ZSU23s to protect them
elsewhere.
The Warsaw Pact reinforcement
schedule is based on a study of the Eastern
European rail network as well as NATO intelligence sou rces.
On the Sudden War, only option B is a
true Pearl Harbor; the East Germans are as
surprised as the West. Estimates on intelligence warning times are from David
Isby, SPI's walking encycl.opedia of military
knowledge; estimates on command reaction
time (from the White House and its European counterparts on down) are also factored in. NATO has long rested on the
assumption of at least two weeks' warning,
which to us may be wishful thinking, but
Gen. Haig now seems to be taking the
"come-as-you-are war" more seriously, to
judge from press reports.
The nuclear threshold reflects current
(though not vigorous ly publicized for obvious reasons) NATO doctrine on initiation
of tactical nuclear warfare; basically, it has
to be clear by then that a conventional
defense has failed. If tac nukes are to have
any deterrent value once war has begun, the
"nuclear threshold line" must be made
known to the Soviets before they reach it.
The result is likely to be a temporary pause in
the Soviet offensive as divisions are brought
up to the "nuke line" all along the front,
then dispersed into regiments, while reararea units take refuge in cities and towns;
then the Soviets gear up [or nuclear warfare
and run like hell for the Rhine.
The pOlitical/unreliability rules are to a
large extent explained in the game; they are
based on my undergraduate education (international relations being my "concentrate" at
Columbia), military service at a top-level
NATO HQ, and other more general sources
of information.
The French relationship with NATO has
been the subject or much misunderstanding.
Those careless writers who cannot
distinguish between membership in the
NATO Alliance as a whole on one hand, and
participation in the integrated military command structure on the other, get my nomina~
tion for "Dunce of the Week."
The leadership of the Italian and French
Communist Parties would probably be purged in the event of a Soviet victory, as I am
sure they are aware . Psychologically, the
French are stilI suffering under the military
onus of defeats in 1940, 1954, and 1959; I
rather suspect that the attempt would be
made to redeem French honor against the
Soviets . When one considers what the loss of
Germany would do to the French economy
and the unlikelihood of the French viewing

the Rhine as a new Maginol Line, the
likelihood of.French abstention from a war
to which they are committed by treaty, the
stationing or the better half of their army in
Germany, and their Berlin garrison, does not
seem great.
The Italian Army and Carabinieri
leadership is rather right-wing and totally
committed to NATO and may even see war
as an opportunity to "restore domestic
order" to Italy; whether a hapless and divided government in Rome could effectively
restrain them is debatable.
The Liechte nstein Surrender Rule
represents this game's contribution to
wargaming humor.
As for the "Warsaw Pact Allies," the
Soviets have their troubles with them. The
Germans rebelled in 1953, t.he Poles and
Hungarians in J956, the Czechs in 1968.
Would the Germans fight their brothers?
Would the Poles, with long memories, fight
the Americans and the British? It would not
su rprise me if the Communist governments
in the "allied" states gave more lip service to
the war effort than troops breaking their
necks to beat each other to the Rhine. With
their hands full in Germany and a need for
unmolested supply lines , the Soviets may not
be in any position to get nasty unless NATO
is collapsing.
Physical Environment
The "rough" terrain hex in The Next
War is not so much full of rocks as it is an
area with significant obstacles to mechanized
movement: bogs, forests, swamps, even
towns, according to Mark Herman. Jim
Dunnigan considers the terrain in NW to be
significantly better done than in Fulda Gap,
for example.
There are only two types of weather in
the game, good and bad . Herman explained
the effects of bad weather as follows : Many
Warsaw Pact air squadrons are not allweather, so the Soviets suffer in air-to-air
combat. On the other hand, NATO's ground
support is also affected, with half the missions being cancelled. On the ground, entering an enemy Zone of Control becomes
cheaper since the vehicles can approach
much closer before being seen, which helps
the attacker; on the other hand, terrain costs
are doubled, which helps the defender. Herman explains the increased terrain costs as
representing slower movemen t, accidents,
units getting lost , wandering off in the wrong
direction, etc.
Electronic Warfare
According to Mark Herman, NWis the
first game to deal with Electronic Warfare at
its scale; he does not think that Fulda Gap
handled the subject very well. In the air and
naval systems, EW capability is abstracted
into such features as air interception ratings;
on the ground it is represented by EW teams.
Herman said there are probably more EW
teams in the actual armies than there are EW
counters in the game, but that they are kept
under the control of higher HQs.
The 3-modification in CRT dice rolls is
certainly drastic, representing the loss of sup-

port, communications, recon reports, artillery observation, etc. But , added Herman,
"if any.thing, the effect is probably greater
than is represented in the game. Anyone who
wants to make harsher EW rules, it's okay
with me ."
The exemption from EW effects for
units in cities represents the use of the largely
underground telephone systems.
In NW, The Soviet EW gear works more
often than the NATO equipment. E xplained
Herman, "Most American equipment is so
complicated that the down-time makes them
useless a large part of the time. When it
works, it's great. The U .S . jams specific fre~
quencies. We have less of il than the Soviets
[with massive duplicate systems), whose simple equipment is good for blanket jamming
and works more easily.

Special Forces
Commandoes are a favorite topic of
Herman's. There are a lot of vulnerable installations around, he said, and the special
forces ought to go around blowing things up
and doing the quick~disappearing trick.
Usually, he continued, such raids are either
totally successful Or totally unsuccessful.
To properly use special forces requires
prior reconnaissance, flak suppression, and
luck. Too many slip-ups and there won't be
any commandoes left to· play with. Their
main effect in the game, once players have
become aware of thdr potential, is to force
heavy rear-area security for airfields, ports,
HQ units, etc. If a player simply cannot spare
troops from the front line, however, his opponent can have a lot of fun with helicoptertransported commandoes. "It's always
nice," said Herman, a look of mischievous
glee crossing his face, "to have that Ace of
Spades to throw onto the table at the right
moment and watch your opponent's face
turn blue and go yccch."
Herman, however, is not satisfied with
the published special forces rules, and would
like to change them for the next edition so
that the battalions can be broken down into
companies , dropped off secretly, and set up
ambUshes . "That is what they are made
for," he said.

Breakdown and Recombination
The system of breaking down large units
into smaller components and recombining
them has been used before, according to Jim
Dunnigan, but in NWyou have to recombine
with the original unit. "Divisional integrity"
is built into the values on the count.ers, so to
speak.
When asked why the Warsaw Pact divisions break down into three regiments rather
than fou r (each di vision has a regimen t of the
opposite type as its fourth regiment), Dunnigan at first stated that the Soviets use the
fourth regiment as a reserve, then went on to
say that "as a practical maHer, the majority
of that regiment's assets are attached to the
other three regiments." Finally he offered a
third explanation : numbers inflation . By this
he meant that with four regiments, the
defense strength of each would have to be
below the " 1" assigned to the three
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regiments currently represented; this is impossible, so all combat strengths across the
board would have to be raised to allow the
Soviet !I.-division regiment to have a proper
strength of I .
The " I " defense rating, however, is still
in the game for such a diverse collection of
units as the eight Danish regional HQs , division bases galore, Italian Carabinieri border
regiments, Au strian tank battalions, artillery
brigades defending themselves, and even
Soviet railroad regiments, whose only function is to carry Front Supply Heads around
with them .

Nuclear Weapons
The effects of nuclear weapons in NW
are expressed in terms of "pulses" straight
out of Fulda Gap . According to Dunnigan,
the term "pulse" is an official one covering a
mix of 6 "packages" of warheads. The
figures for available "pulses" and the
nuclear CRT were wor ked out mathematically, he said , based on how much area a unit
would occupy.
NATO is given a LOtal of 172 "pulses"
ror the whole Campaign Game, representing
something like 10,000 tactical warheads, or
58 warheads per pulse. In order to have a better than 50 perc(;!nt chance of inf1icting a step
loss (= 1 brigade down) on a division occupying a 14-kilometer-wide hex, you need to
throw in three "pulses" or 174 warheads,
under the game's nuclear C RT; only with
seven "pulses" or well Over a thousand
warheads is the nuclear player guaranteed to
in flic t a step loss; then there is a 50 percent
chance or eliminating the division entirely.
The Soviets, by the way, arc given a total or
134 "pulses" for their estimated 6000 tactical
warheads. There is an option writt.en into the
scenario speica l rules, however, whi<.:h allows
players to double the number of "pulses" in
the game; this option \!,'as inserted by the
author.
According to the rules, nuclear
"pulses" must be a.llocated ahead of time,
but in practice this rule is a dead letter, since
each player can allocate his maximum
available, and if not used they are no t expended.
Nuclear weapons are not del ivered during the regular movement-and-combat
phases, but have a phase of their own
preceding the Warsaw Pact's movement.
Thus, Soviet troops - can rush through the
contamination zone to exploit the nuclear
breakthrough, as their doctrine prescribes,
bu t on the o ther ha nd are left vu lnerable to
nuclear counterattack if their offense gets
bogged down in the open, or if they are
knocked back into the open during the
NATO movemen t phase. In nuclear warfare,
a "contact" resu lt may be as deadly for the
attacker as an old- rashioned D.

Miscellany
Army and Corps HQ are represented in
the game, serving mostly logistical functions,
but there is no incentive for a Corps or Army
to stay together or function cohesively; hence
the players plan and think in terms of
numbers of divisions, which in strategic plan-

ning is more unwieldy and mol' unrealistic
than planning with Corps/ Armies. Dunnigan said he considered putting in rules for
higher command organization, and could
easily pu t it iJ;lto the next edition of the game.
Battlefield recovery is a new concept of
Dunnigan's, and one which he feels will
become more and more important as ve hicles
become nlOre costly. "Most veh icles," he
said, "arc lost due to non-combat causes,
and half of the combat losses are
recoverable." The trend is towards more
disabl ing of vehicles and less total destruction of them . With battlefield recovery, a
certain premium is placed on retaining the
battlefield after the combat is concluded.

The Future
The Next War system, accord ing to
Dunnigan, can and probably will be applied
to World War II, and of course lends itself to
Sllch undertakings as a new East is Red
(Soviets vs. Chinese). " The biggest designer I
steal from is myself, " Dunnigan said with a
chuckle .
As for NW itself, the game is notable for
containing a commitment for an annua l update, the first of its kind. Dunnigan considers
this "obligatory for modern period games .
They become obsolete very quickly." Since
SPI cannot afford a complete redesign, he
said, the company will replace components
and there will be a kit available for purchasers of the first edit ion . "We can change
anything, including maps, "he said, though
he expected most changes to be in the way of
O .B., unit combat strengths, and revised or
added rules .
Mark Herman said he expected a
number of new scenarios (though hc didn 't
think the game would expand geographically
or go beyond the first two months of the
war) . Other changes Herman said he would
like to see include more sophisticated EW,
more intensive helicopter rules, equipment
breakdown on the march, aerial "surge"
ru les, more maintenance requirements, more
sup ply rules (with, for example, truck convoys moving around the map) , with the
general trend being to make the game more
complex and add more counters to the mix.
The author, who is already at work on
the 1979 Update of The Next War,agrees on
the need for more counters and would like to
see the North Map redone . My wish-l i.st includes the full Luftwaffe, the East German
border troop regiments, some more "small "
scenarios, command cohesion, multi-player
rules, supply depots, organic recon, new
river-crossing rules, and a long list of minor
items.
Just how much of this d reaming will
make it into the Update, however, is uncertain, given the realities of limited budget and
ego on the part of three people who can all
call The Next War "my game." Play testing
has never really stopped informally, so any
proposed changes can be thoroughly tested
first. MO YES readers a re encouraged to mail
in their suggestions. And if you d on't find it
in the Update look for it in MOVES!

NEXT WAR IN-DEPTH

AUTHOR'S
QUERY
Stephen Donaldson, who is coordinating the Next War In Depth series,
is looking for publishable manuscripts
from MOVES readers on two subjects: ,
the game as sim ula tion of rea lity, and
strategy in the Campaign Game.
For the first article, the writer
should be professionally familiar \vith
the military situation in Europe and wellversed in the game from the perspective
of its attempt to accurately simulate
military rea lity without sacrificing
playability .
Writers on questions or strategy
need on ly be familiar with the Campaign
Game through playing it; a manuscript
may cover only one aspect or range
through a broad series or quest ions.
What follows is a listing designed to sugges t themes rather than lim it them :
- The NATO Defense: in-depth or a
. strong fron t (area by area)?
- NATO: pros and cons of divisional
consolidation.
- NATO: Tactical Nuclear Warfarc:
strategic implications; d oes NATO really
need it?
- NATO, Denmark : can it be defe nded
in the Tension Scenario?
- NATO: defending Bavaria
- The NATO Counterorfensive
- The Warsaw Pact Orrense: broad
push or concentrated drive?
- \Va rsaw Pact: wave assault a t Lhe
sI rategic level.
- Warsaw Pact: the invasion of Austria
and Italy.
- Warsaw Pact: to the Rhine through
Bavaria.
- Warsaw Pact: pushing through the
Fulda Gap - righL, left . or cen tcr?
- Warsaw P act, Berlin: should it be
assaulted or cordoned off?
- Warsaw Pact: timing in the Tension
Scenario.
- Strategic A irborne Operations.
- Strategic Implications of Airborne
Supply.
- The Strategic Importance or the
Autobahn .
- Minden as the Key to the North Gcrman Plains.
- Air Allocation: a ttrition and ambush.
- Giessen-Ma rb urg: springboard for
Germany .
- Crossing the Rhine .
- The North Sea Sweep.
Short articles on new tactical questions are always welcomed as well.
Note: Authors are advised to contact
Stephen Donaldsdon prior to committing themselves to writing their article .
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The fo ll owing errata and addenda are in
addition to those published in MOVES 41 , A
complete list of The Next War errata and addenda, incorporating material from MOVES
41 and42;s available from SPI
COUNTER ERRATA:
[t5.0] Austrian 3/ East
Alpine on bo th sides.

Bde (203) shou ld be

RULES ERRATA:
[7.3) (clarification) All rules applying

to o th er
types of combat also apply 10 Disengagement , including ammunition expendit ur e, air and
helicopter suppo rt. Only lh e resulls of combat are
different.

[7. t5] (correction) Under Assault, D result, the
exception is a reference to Case 7.6. nor 7.7. The
exception may result in increased losses.

(clarification) See also Case 12.4.
[8.32] (clarification) This supply path may be of

[8 .21]

any length.
[10.16) (addition) The Stack ing Limit for uni rs

using Rail M ovement is completely separa te from
the Stacking Limit of Dlher units and does not interact with it.

(12 .4] (addition) . .. and is present in the game.
Component units may draw upon General Supply,
or replenish Organic Supply, without using their
division base only if the division base has been
eliminated or has not yet entered the game . Independent units (see Case 17,47) trace supply lines
in t he same manner as d ivisions.
[7.5, 13.51, 13_63, 22.31} (darificalion) Airfie lds
and support units without defense combat
st rengths may receive Ground Support fro m air
and helicopter unit s, s hould they be assaulted, in
which case the Ground AlI,ack rating of the air or
helicopter unie becomes the Defense Strength for
determining the o utcome of tha t assault. Such an
assault . however, never crea tes a Breakthrough

Zone. Only a 0 res ult is such a casc will alTeci Ihe
airt'ield o r suppOrt unit.
divi~ion which has lost
two or morc combat sleps and has been rebuilt to
the poin! whe re it has one s tep los s .may cont in ue (0
be rebuilt up 10 full strenglh, Players must keep
t rack of such unils on a separate piece of pa per.

1t-5.U] (clarification) A

[21.47] (addition) \\/h en using the Air -to-Ground
Combat Results Table, t here is a diemodification
of + 1 for defending units in Road Mode and of
- I for defending units in Hedgehog Mode.
[26.29] (addition) Naval air units in a hex are subjcct to attack by a ll s urface u nit s in thai hex or any
adjacent ilex.

[15.31} (clarijication) "Later" means the next
Game-Turn or later.

[26.36J (clarification) Look for critical hit s only
if there is a hil.

[17.23] (clarification) This Case only applies 10
uni l s when using Organic Supply.

[26.64J (addition) The firing of naval flak d oes
not cause Ordnance Depletion.

[18.7] (correctio n) This Case may on ly be used by
the Warsaw Pact Player, and then only within a
50-hex radius of the SSM unit .

[28.13J (addilion) \I.rhe n an air unil lays m ines in
a hex already containing enemy navalunils. those
naval units a rc not affected by the mines unles s
they exit the hex and later re-enter it.

[18.73] (clarification) "SuppOrt units" here includes air and helicopt er uni ts,
[19.i} (clarification) A die roll of 6, however, is

sti ll resolved on the "6" line,

[19.8] (clarification) A die roll of 1. however,
becomes a 0 and has no effect.
[19.22 ] (clarification) An
"E"
result
also
eliminates air tmits, helicopter units. and naval
units. (addition) A "I" result applies on ly to
ground units. A "2" resull applies in full to
gr01lnd unit s; damages all naval u nits in rhe hex;
produces a one-step loss for all air un its and
helicopter uni ts in the hex.
[19.31] (addition) c.) Any air or helicopter unit
in the hex (including air units in holding boxes
representing the hex) must depart the hex during
(he next appropriate phase and may not be
allocated or assigned a missio n during th e pah se in
which they a re transferred .
[20.93] (addilion) A re sult of" lA2" on the Airto-A ir Combat Results Table is co nverted to
"lA 1" if there a re only two steps remaining in (he
affected air g roup.

[21.32) (correction) Any combat unit in the same
hex as Ihe unit that is being flak suppressed may
also fire flak at the enemy mrcraft performing th e
Flak Suppression mi ssion.

[29.32} (clarification) Fcrry transport does nO!
expend Movemc m Point,; it may be ll sed when
playing withoul the naval game by NATO only on
the rirst and second Game-Turn of the war and b y
the Warsaw Pact on ly after Danish surrender.
[30.13] (correction) Thi, Case may be applied to
any combat, not jusl Standa rd Assaull .

{32.14] (addition) Three transport helicopt er
units with I - battal~on transport capacity each may
t ransport a brigade if stacked together during Ihe
t ran.5 port. Each uni t remai ns subject to fla k individualJy. For every 2 he li copter sleps lost to flak,
lh e transported brigade loses I step.
[33.21} (clarification) "As lon g as" means "pro·
vided lhal".

[36.23.] (clarification) This Case applies on ly to
Barrage Strengths, not Defense St rengths.
[40.65,40 .66] (addition) These Cases may also be
applied to Campaign Games.
[41 .36] (correction) The fo u rth line shou ld read:
"4 x f104". (Air Example)

Page 32, middle column, 5th paragraph: odd s
should be 20-15, not 19-15. Page 32, last column.
first paragraph: odds should be 46-21, n0l45- 19_

